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AbstractÐThe development of an elevator scheduling system by undergraduate students is presented. The development was
performed by 20 teams of undergraduate students, divided into two groups. One group produced specifications by employing a formal
method that involves only first-order logic. The other group used no formal analysis. The solutions of the groups are compared using
the metrics of code correctness, conciseness, and complexity. Particular attention is paid to a subset of the formal methods group
which provided a full verification of their implementation. Their results are compared to other published formal solutions. The formal
methods group's solutions are found to be far more correct than the nonformal solutions.
Index TermsÐFormal methods, software specifications, software engineering curriculum.

æ
1

INTRODUCTION

A

S part of a grant to study the integration of formal
methods into a undergraduate software engineering
curriculum,1 a group of students participated in a sequence
of courses that taught and used formal analysis. The goals
of the grant included demonstrating the potential of
undergraduate students for learning formal analysis techniques, establishing the feasibility of teaching formal
analysis, and increasing the complex problem solving skills
of the students. In order to establish the latter, several
measures of the formal methods students' abilities were
taken over the three year study for comparison to other
students in the major. One of these measures, the ability to
develop software, provides evidence that the formal
methods students had increased complex problem solving
skills and also supports the common belief of formal
analysis advocates that the use of formal analysis during
software development produces ªbetterº programs [1], [8],
[12]. This work provides, for the first time, concrete
empirical evidence that this common belief is indeed true,
using the metrics of code correctness, conciseness, and
complexity to characterize a ªbetterº program.
This paper is based on two classes of students at Miami
University of Ohio that studied object-oriented design
(OOD) in a one-semester course. One of the classes studied
the material as it is typically taught at the university and,
henceforth, will be referred to as the control group. The
other class, in conjunction with the OOD course material,
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also studied the use and application of formal methods
during software design. This class will be referred to as the
formal methods group. These students had already received
two semesters of instruction in formal methods: one
semester on formal program specification and derivation,
and one semester on the axiomatic semantics of abstract
data types. The formal method that was employed uses
first-order logic as a specification language and is based on
that presented by Cohen [4].
As a project in the OOD course, both classes were
assigned the development of an elevator system. Each of the
groups was divided into teams of students, with an average
of two students on each team. There were six teams in the
formal methods group and 13 teams in the control group.
The inspiration for the elevator problem came from a 1987
IEEE Workshop on Software Specification and Design [9].
The elevator system was to simulate the operation of an
elevator in carrying passengers, and graphically display the
state of the system. In addition to the functioning executable
and full source code, all student teams were encouraged to
submit a Unified Modeling Language (UML) [10] diagram
showing their design of the system. The formal methods
group was also asked to submit a formal specification,
written using first-order logic, of the elevator system.
The empirical data presented in this work clearly
demonstrates the benefits of formal analysis. Most remarkably, the percentage of implementations that passed a
standard set of test cases was 45.5 percent of control teams
versus 100 percent of formal methods teams. The formal
methods group produced better designs and implementations than the control group. Further analysis of the results
of this project revealed interesting details about the
structure of the formal methods group's solutions.
The following sections present a comparison of the
development efforts of these two groups. Section 2 provides
background on the experimental curriculum. The experimental design for the elevator project is described in
Section 3. The comparison begins in Section 4 with a
description of the exact problem statement given to each
group. It continues in Section 5 with a presentation of the
various designs that the student teams produced. In
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TABLE 1
Course Sequence and Status

Section 6, the implementations of the systems are compared
statistically based on metrics of correctness, conciseness,
and complexity. An account of one team's fully formal
solution to the problem is presented in Section 7, and
compared to several published solutions from the IEEE
workshop. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

The elevator project described in this paper was part of an
experimental curriculum that had the goal of introducing
the study of formal methods early in an undergraduate
software engineering curriculum. The established curriculum for the department in which the experimental
curriculum was taught is a blend of computer science,
software engineering, and operations research courses. The
injection of formal analysis into the curriculum occurred
through two new courses and modification of four existing
core courses. The two new courses dealt solely with formal
methods. The sequence of courses and their status is shown
in Table 1.
The elevator project occurred in the course on OOD.
Thus, the students in the formal methods group had taken
two previous courses involving formal methodsÐthe
program derivation and the modified data structures
courses. The control group had not taken the program
derivation course and their data structures course did not
teach any formal semantics. Students from both groups had
also taken other classes within the department since this
project occurred in the first semester of most students' third
(junior) year of undergraduate education.
The program derivation course was the first course
offered in the experimental curriculum. Students were
taught to specify programs using first-order logic and
Cohen's specification notation [4] and to represent programs with Dijkstra's guarded command code [6]. Proofs
were created manually and made use of Hoare triples and
the wp predicate transformer [7]. The programs examined in
this class were typically quite small, usually under 15 lines
of code.
The data structures course taught typical abstract data
types (ADTs), including lists, stacks, queues, and trees. The
formal analysis component that was added to this course
for the formal methods group was formal specification of
the semantics of ADT operations. Students defined these
operations using an algebraic notation and proved properties of programs that used these operations.

For more detailed information about the experimental
curriculum and its results, see [15], [16], [19].

3

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Given the goal of establishing an increase in the complex
problem solving skills of students who use formal analysis,
this particular experiment tests the hypothesis that the
formal methods group solutions were better than the
control group solutions (using the criteria of code correctness, conciseness, and complexity) due to their use of
formal analysis.
The student population of the control group consisted of
a random sample of Systems Analysis majors2 at Miami
University of Ohio. The students in the formal methods
group were self-selected in that they volunteered to take the
formal methods curriculum. Their reasons for this choice
included potential interest in the topic and a desire to try
something different. The experimental students took a
learning style survey which categorized them as collaborative and competitive.
Despite the fact that the experimental group was selfselected, standardized tests revealed no statistical difference
between the abilities of the two classes of students as of the
first common course of the experimental and standard
curriculum [15]. For this particular experiment, the selfselection of the formal methods group was not weakness,
but, in fact, a necessity since the use of random selection to
form a small group generally does not produce equivalence
with a randomly selected large group [5].
By starting the experiment with two equivalent groups, it
was crucial to maintain their equivalence with the exception
of the continued exposure of formal analysis to the formal
methods group. Every attempt was made to teach the two
groups the same standard material. In courses in the
sequence, both groups used the same texts and were taught
by the same instructor. Both groups were given the same
programming assignments and exams. Thus, prior to the
elevator project described in this paper, both groups had
taken the same data structures course3 and had been taught
the same material on OOD.
Since both populations were alike in all aspects except
for the use of a formal method, the educational experiment
2. The major has since changed to Computer Science and Systems
Analysis.
3. There may have been some small number of students in the control
group that had taken a different data structures course since some students
do not follow the required course sequence.
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method of difference was used to establish the cause for the
different outcomes of the programs generated by the two
populations [3]. The conclusion can be made that it was the
use of formal analysis employed by the students during the
development of their software solution which caused the
increase in the correctness of their solutions.

4

REQUIREMENTS

Below is an excerpt from the program requirements given
to both groups of students:
You are to create a... program that allows a user to issue a set
of elevator requests, floor and direction. These are entered
through menus and dialogs and are displayed in the
ªrequestº view. A request contains the floor at which the
request is made and also the floor to which the user wants to
go. In another view, the elevator and floors of a building are
graphically displayed. When the user presses the ªGOº
button in this graphic view, the elevator proceeds to process
the requests that have been entered via the other view. The
application shows the elevator going from one floor to
another processing these requests. The current request,
current floor, and status of elevator (stopped, moving up,
moving down) should be displayed in text at the bottom of
this graphic display. While the elevator is processing these
requests, the user may enter other requests in the other
view... [The elevator scheduling] algorithm should examine
all current requests to determine the next floor and direction.
When a new request is added, the algorithm should
recalculate the next floor and direction.

In addition to this requirement, there was an implicit
requirement of using object-oriented design principles [2],
C++ [17] as the implementation language, and the Microsoft
Foundation Classes (MFC) [11] for the graphical interface.

5

DESIGN

5.1 Designs: Control Group
Since students in the control teams were not required to
submit a design for their elevator systems, almost no record
of the design (if any) these teams used is available. None of
these teams elected to submit a UML diagram, as they were
invited to do. Thirteen control teams submitted an executable with nine of those teams submitting the corresponding
source code.
The source code from the control teams does reveal some
insight into their design: Four of the nine teams that
submitted source code used a design that was tightly
coupled. That is, they mixed functionality from the
graphical display and the elevator system into the same
modules.
Four of the 13 teams that submitted executables also
submitted pseudocode for the algorithm they used to
control scheduling of the elevators. Each of the four designs
revealed by the pseudocode is differentÐno common
design appeared.
The first of these four algorithms guarantees processing
of requests, but at the expense of efficiency. The elevators
are scheduled to travel in a loop from the first floor to the
top floor and back down again, ad infinitum. The second
algorithm is based on the principle of least work. The
elevators only change direction when it becomes fruitless
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to continue in the current direction. The algorithm is very
complex and heavily based on case analysis of the state of
the system. The third algorithm has each elevator always
servicing the nearest request and that request only. The
final algorithm is described incompletely. It fulfills all
requests for stops originating from passengers inside the
elevator before admitting new passengers. It, however,
does not describe the method for deciding which
passengers to admit.

5.2 Designs: Formal Methods Group
Two types of design artifacts exist for the formal methods
teams. The first is voluntary submission of UML diagrams.
The second is specifications in the form of preconditions,
postconditions, and invariants written for particular functions in the teams' designs.
Out of the six teams, three submitted UML diagrams. In
their UML diagrams, two of the teams indicated a logical
abstraction between the elevator system and the GUI library
in which it was being implemented. That is, the elevator
classes were designed independently of the graphical
interface. This is an arguably good design decision in that
it reduces coupling between the elevator backend and the
graphical frontend. The third team, however, produced a
tightly coupled design. The modules that control the state of
the elevator are mixed with those controlling the display of
the elevator.
The completeness of specifications varied between the
four of the six teams that submitted a specification. Three of
the teams specified functions for deciding when and where
to move the elevator (thus, comprising the scheduling
functionality), while one team specified only the maintenance of the request lists. As an aggregate, the teams
specified the following types of functions:
. Updating of the request lists
. Checking the current request in the system
. Movement of the elevator
. Updating the people and requests inside the elevator
. Changing of the elevator's direction
For example, one team specified the loading, unloading,
and moving of the elevators. Their postcondition for the
function that performed this operation was:
9p : P erson j OnF loor e; p
^ e:direction  p:direction : AddP erson p
^ GoingDown e ) e:current floor : e:current floor 1
_ GoingUp e ) e:current floor : e:current floor  1
^ 9p : P erson j p:ending floor 
e:current floor : RemoveP erson p:
This specification demonstrates that the team has clearly
defined exactly what operations (removal, addition, changes
in the current floor) should occur and in what states these
should occur, but that their familiarity with the specification
language is less than perfect. Both of the quantifiers should
be 8 rather than 9. Also, the assignment and equality
operators, borrowed from guarded command code and
C++, respectively, are inappropriate for use in first-order
logic. Only the Boolean equality operator ( ) should be
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used. Finally, their specification leaves a part of the state
space unexamined. If the elevator is neither going up nor
down, but is instead halted, the elevator will never move
again, according to this specification. Other than this last
error, the specification captures the elevator movement
quite well.
Another team specified the movement of the elevator in
terms of a target destination floor:
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TABLE 2
Statistics from the Control Teams' Implementations

CurrDest  CurrF loor )
:IsEmpty e ^ CurrDest  F arthestAwayRequest e
_ IsEmpty e ^ :SysQueueIsEmpty ^ CurrDest 
NearestSysRequest e
_ SysQueueIsEmpty ^ CurrDest  1:
This team used the specification language correctly and
was able to clearly and concisely specify the changing of the
current destination of the elevator. Whether this particular
algorithm is a good scheduler is not immediately apparent,
but the effects of the function have been captured well.
Three of the formal methods teams also provided
pseudocode descriptions of their scheduling algorithm,
similar to the control teams. The first is a case analysis of
what direction to move, but without any knowledge of a
global list of requests in the system. The elevator must move
to a floor to discover if any requests exist on it. The second
is a FIFO queue of requests, with the modification that any
requests that could be fulfilled enroute to the current
request being serviced are also processed. The final
algorithm is based on maintaining, instead of a current
direction for the elevator (as did all other algorithms), a
target destination floor. The destination is recalculated
based on the passengers inside the elevator and the outside
requests.

5.3 Comparisons
The OOD's used by the control and formal methods groups
were not significantly different. The control group did
produce a greater percentage of coupled designs, but it is
unclear whether this is a result of the formal methods
group's training in formal analysis. The algorithms for
scheduling that the groups used also seem to vary widely.
Only one of the four nonformal algorithms is reasonable in
that it is at least mindful of efficiency and service of all
requests. Two out of the three formal algorithms do in fact
consider efficiency and liveness (service of all requests).
This would suggest that formal analysis training increased
the students' ability to design algorithms.

6

IMPLEMENTATION

Several metrics were used in evaluating the implementations submitted by the teams. The most important consideration was the functional correctness of the program. In
order to measure this, a set of test cases was developed that
addressed six different scenarios in the elevator system. An
executable had to pass all six cases in order to be considered
correct. Conciseness of the code was measured by lines of
code, broken into two categories (request maintenance and

elevator scheduling). Complexity of the code was measured
by the number of loops, selection statements, and maximal
nesting depth. Finally, style was observed qualitatively.

6.1 Implementations: Control Group
The majority of the control teams developed implementations that were functionally incorrect. Three implementations were completely nonfunctional and failed all the test
casesÐtheir elevators would not move, or would stop at
floors randomly, without any of the conventional functionality of an elevator. Three more implementations failed at
least one of the test cases. Two of the implementations were
not available for testing in that no executable existed and
the executable could not be built using locally available
libraries. This left only five out of 11 implementations, or
45.5 percent, as correct.
Conciseness and complexity varied greatly among the
control implementations. Nine sets of source code from the
13 teams were available for analysis. The summary statistics
are shown in Table 2.
The style of the code produced by the control teams was
almost uniformly poor. In only two cases was the code for
elevator scheduling and request maintenance encapsulated
outside of the interface classes. Four of the nine implementations mixed their code for maintenance and scheduling, in
one case into a single, very large function. Several examples
were found of heavy case analysis. Documentation was
nearly nonexistent. Furthermore, several teams duplicated
code instead of creating functions, or using arrays and
loops. For example, one team hard-coded each of the
elevators in their system as a separate variable, and
duplicated code for the scheduling, changing only the
name of the variable each time.
An example of the typical, and especially the poorer,
code written by the control teams would be prohibitively
long to reproduce here. However, an example of the better
code written by one team gives an idea of the nature of the
code written by the rest of the teams. One of the better
elevator scheduling algorithms that was submitted by the
control teams is shown in Figs. 1a and 1b with the
comments stripped to conserve space.
The fact that this is relatively good code for the control
teams raises some alarm. It is a large function and very
similar code is repeated three times within it. It is nested
rather deeply. Even with the 16 lines of comments that were
stripped from it, it is still not easy to read or to understand.
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Fig. 1a. Code sample from one of the control group teams.

It can be concluded from the above that the control teams
performed badly in this programming exercise. Their code
was extremely incorrect and made complex by the use of
case analysis. Their coding style was poor. Overall, the
control implementations showed that the students lacked
the ability to program well.

6.2 Implementations: Formal Methods Group
The formal methods teams' implementations were all
functionally correctÐall six of the implementations passed
all six test cases. As with the control teams, however,
conciseness and complexity varied widely. All six sets of
source code were available for analysis, producing the
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Fig. 1b. Code sample from one of the control group teams (cont.).

statistics shown in Table 3. The code that the formal
methods teams produced was in some ways similar to that
of the control group. Two of the teams failed to encapsulate
their request maintenance and elevator scheduling code
from the interface code. Of the remaining four, two mixed
most of these two types of code into one large function. The
final two teams produced an implementation that was both
encapsulated and modular. Two teams made use of heavy
case analysis in their scheduling algorithms. Documentation was at least present in most of the teams' code, but was
not particularly verbose.
One team produced an elevator scheduling algorithm
that was atypically poor compared to the rest of the teams.
Their algorithm consisted of one large, 128-line function
that contained hard-coded, though identical, algorithms for
the separate cases of one, two, and three active elevators.
Again, this was an atypical case and an outlier that greatly
influenced the above statistics.
As an example of one of the better implementations from
the formal methods teams, consider the code presented in
Figs. 2a and 2b. It is based on the idea of servicing requests
as a FIFO queue, but also will service any compatible
requests along with its primary service goal from the head
of the queue. Once again, comments have been stripped.
This sample of code illustrates several of the points made
above. It is not necessarily more concise than that of the
example from the control group (Section 6.1), but it is less

complex. In particular, it uses less nesting and loops. It
exhibits more encapsulation in the member functions that
are called on request and elevator objects. It does repeat a
certain amount of code, thus it could be made more
modular.
In summary, the formal methods teams all produced an
implementation that was correct. However, their code was
not particularly concise, nor did it avoid high levels of
complexity in some cases. The style of their code was
mixedÐsome teams exhibited good style, while others did
not. The formal methods teams performed well, overall,
although the actual code they wrote could be improved.

6.3 Comparisons
The most important comparison that can be made between
the groups is in the category of correctness. Functional
correctness, as defined by the six standard test cases to
which all the groups' programs were subjected, was
achieved by only 45.5 percent of the control groups and
100 percent of the formal methods groups. This is a
phenomenal example of how training in formal analysis
can benefit programmers. It could be claimed that another
factor besides this training affected the results, such as a
student's intelligence or programming experience. However, empirical data in [15] suggests that no significant
difference in intelligence, as measured on standardized
tests, existed in the student population. In addition, the
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TABLE 3
Statistics from the Formal Methods Teams' Implementations

students had all taken the same sequence of programming
classesÐthe only meaningful difference being the incorporation of formal methods into one track. The conclusion
left, then, is that training in formal analysis gave students
an increased ability to create functionally correct programs.
The categories of conciseness and complexity show much
less differentiation between the formal methods and control
groups. In each of the seven metrics reported above, there
exists no statistically significant difference (  :05) between
the two groups. Remarkably, by increasing to  :2 and
removing the outlier from the formal methods group
discussed above (Section 6.2), nearly all complexity metrics
become significant, as illustrated in Table 4.

Fig. 2a. Code sample from one of the formal methods teams.

These results are puzzling. It has been suggested that the
use of formal analysis leads to increased conciseness and
decreased complexity [1], [8], but this was not observed at
any high level of confidence. The only positive result is that
decreased complexity was observed in two-thirds of the
formal methods teams, albeit at a low level of confidence.
But, at this same confidence level, the lines of code devoted
to the scheduling algorithm became statistically identical,
leading to the conclusion that there was no increase in
conciseness.
In answer to this puzzle, we suggest that the full benefits
of formal analysis (including at least correctness, conciseness, and simplicity) can be fully realized only when the
entire formal method is applied. The formal methods teams
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Fig. 2b. Code sample from one of the formal methods teams (cont.).

stopped application of the method before deriving code. As
a result, they achieved correctness (their specifications and
training at least provided that), but not the other two
benefits. Without formally producing code, they could only
produce as good of code as others at their level of
programming expertise.
The final category, style, showed another positive impact
of formal methods. The style of the control teams was
TABLE 4
Confidence Intervals on Control
and Formal Methods Metrics,  :2

uniformly poor, while that of the formal methods teams
varied from poor to good. This again supports training in
formal analysis.

7

A FULLY FORMAL SOLUTION

After the class assignment was finished, four students of the
formal methods group undertook a more thorough formal
analysis of the elevator system. This team took the
specification of the most important part of the system (the
elevator scheduling algorithm), implemented it using
guarded command code (GCC), verified that the code
satisfied the specification, and, finally, translated the GCC
into C++.4 This team will be referred to as the verification
team throughout this section.

7.1 Requirements
In addition to the requirements in Section 4, the verification
team chose to gather further requirements for the scheduling algorithm. Their informal definition of the elevator
scheduling problem was taken from the call for papers of
4. This work was presented in a poster session at the 1998 SIGCSE
conference [14]. Special thanks to Toni Lehmkuhl, Stephanie Taylor, and
Bryce Williams for allowing part of that work to be reproduced here.
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the 1987 IEEE International Workshop on Software Specification and Design, where it was explicitly proposed as a
ªchallenging exerciseº [9]. The informal requirements were
adapted as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Maintain a set of buttons that have been pushed
inside the elevator (requested floor number).
Maintain a set of buttons that have been pushed
outside the elevator (floor number on which a
passenger is waiting and the requested direction).
Halt when the elevator has no more requests to
service.
Service all outside requests eventually with all floors
given equal priority.
Service all inside requests eventually with all floors
being serviced sequentially in the direction of travel.
Ensure that requests are processed in a timely
manner and that the direction of elevator movement
occurs in a logical manner that maximizes the use of
the elevator.

7.2 Design
The verification team produced both a UML diagram and
formal specifications.
The primary classes indicated in their UML diagram
were Elevator and ElevatorSystem. The team concluded
that the majority of the methods in these classes needed
little in the way of algorithmic design, for example, list
operations. The scheduling algorithm itself was encapsulated in the UpdateElevator method of class Elevator. This
method was the focus of their verification.
The guiding principle behind their UpdateElevator
method is that of least work; in particular, the elevator does
not change direction until there is no reason to continue in
the current direction. By continually traveling in one
direction for a maximal distance and only taking on
passengers traveling in that direction, inside requests can
be serviced in a timely manner.
After the members of the team produced a first-order
specification of the method, they wrote guarded command
code based on that specification. They then produced proofs
that the guarded command met its specification. For
examples of the specification, guarded command code,
and proof, see the appendix.
The original specification was revised as errors were
discovered through the verification process. The errors
were generally due to the specification being incomplete.
For example, one error resulted from not specifying how the
elevator should resume motion after halting (as did another
team in an above example). Another important result of the
verification was the discovery of an error that led to the
generation of an abort statement.
The original draft of the specification required approximately five hours for the team to write. Revising the
specification to account for errors required approximately
ten additional hours, some of which were used for
generating portions of the verification. The verification
itself required another ten hours to complete.
A key result of the formal method used by the
verification team is that all errors in the specification were
discovered before implementing the codeÐthat is, the
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TABLE 5
Values from the Verification Team's Implementation

specification never required revision due to errors discovered during actual code testing. The verification process
produced a sound design that did not need changes based
on discoveries from implementation and testing.

7.3 Implementation
In order to implement the functions which were formally
derived, the verification team translated their guarded
command code into C++ in a very direct manner. Predicates
were translated as function calls, multiple assignments were
changed into sequences of single assignments, and nondeterminism in if statements was resolved in the order in
which the guards appeared. The resulting code is given in
Appendix A.4.
The formal methodology applied by the verification team
proved beneficial in implementing the code for this
algorithm. The first run of the program was not error-free,
but the errors encountered were related exclusively to the
code not derived from a specification. ReasonT oGo was the
only procedure involved in the scheduling algorithm itself
that contained an error in logic, and it was, not coincidentally, the only procedure in the algorithm that was not
formally derived. Further testing of the code showed the
sections generated by the application of formal methods to
be correct, not just in theory, but in practice.
The verification team's implementation passed all six test
cases that were used to evaluate the control and formal
methods teams' implementations, thus making it functionally correct. Its conciseness and complexity are characterized by the values in Table 5. Note that the values in Table 5
include more code than is presented in the appendix, thus
increasing the length and complexity of the code.
The style of the verification team's code is exceptionally
good. It is both encapsulated and modular. The use of case
analysis is avoided. Documentation was present both in the
comments in the source code and in the form of a complete
specification and guarded command code.
To summarize, the verification team's implementation
was functionally correct, just as the rest of the formal
group's implementations. Even more importantly, it was
virtually error-free at the first run of the program.
Comparisons based on conciseness and complexity are
difficult to make because of the small sample size (only
one). Finally, the style was better than all the other teams.
The verification team performed very well in this programming exercise.
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7.4 Comparisons to Published Formal Solutions
Many solutions were offered to the elevator scheduling
problem as presented at the IEEE Workshop on Specification and Design. Other solutions to the problem dealt
primarily with the physical requirements of the elevator.
One concentrated on elevator lights (on/off), doors (open/
closed), and buttons (press/release) [18, p. 266]. Another
included the operation of the emergency button in the
design [13, p. 23]. All of these aspects are important in the
physical operation of an elevator, but ignore the essence of
designing an algorithm to control the movement of the
elevator itself. Furthermore, these solutions did not include
in their specifications the maintenance of request sets for
inside and outside the elevator. Tracking such information
is crucial in designing an elevator that will minimize
waiting time for passengers.
One published solution to this problem [13, p. 26] gives
priority to the passengers in the elevator and those waiting
on floors that the elevator passes by, not allowing the
elevator to check for requests on other floors. If no one in
the elevator ever requests a floor where people are waiting
and the elevator never passes that floor, then those people
will never be picked up. This ignores a serious part of the
functionality of an elevator by not guaranteeing that all
requests are eventually serviced.
The solution to the elevator scheduling problem developed by the verification team is more logical in nature,
focusing on the actual algorithm that determines the
direction the elevator should travel dependent upon the
requests of people waiting for and riding inside the
elevator. This quintessential part of the problem was
captured mathematically in a manner that permits proof
of the correctness of the code derived from it. Furthermore,
the solution is much more complete and detailed than
others presented at the IEEE Workshop.

8

CONCLUSIONS

The development of an elevator scheduling system by three
groups of teams of students, with each group utilizing
formal analysis to a different extent, revealed interesting
details about the benefits of formal analysis.
For a requirements definition, the control and formal
methods groups were content with the somewhat vague
definition given to them. Only the verification team, which
utilized the formal method to its full extent, sought a much
more detailed requirements definition.
In the design phase of the project, the control teams did
not produce any artifacts that can be analyzed, but their
source code shows a lack of characteristics that would result
from good design. In particular, their code exhibited a high
degree of coupling with the functionality of the interface
code. The designs of the formal methods group were at least
documented in diagrams and first-order specifications,
although some of these were incomplete. Their designs
showed less coupling and their specifications of elevator
scheduling and maintenance request functions adequately
capture the effects of these functions, even though their
understanding of the specification language showed some
deficiencies. The verification team's design was very
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complete, including a class diagram of the entire system,
as well as a full specification of the elevator scheduling
algorithm.
The implementations produced by the three groups
demonstrated that the application of formal analysis
provided great benefits. The most important result was
the percentage of implementations that passed a standard
set of test cases: 45.5 percent of control teams versus
100 percent of formal teams. Beyond correctness, there
appears to be a certain advantage in decreased complexity
of code for the formal teams, but not at a high level of
confidence. Conciseness did not seem to be affected by the
use of formal specifications. This fact may be explained by
the formal methods group only using formal analysis to
write specifications and not actually deriving their code.
The verification team did indeed achieve significant levels
of conciseness; however, their one data point is not
sufficient for a comparison of conciseness or complexity.
Finally, a positive correlation appeared to exist between the
increased use of formal methods and better coding style.
These results support the hypothesis that the use of
formal analysis led to better solutions by the formal
methods group. The enhanced ability to develop software
is a demonstration that the formal methods group had
increased complex problem solving skills. This validates the
common belief of formal analysis advocates that the use of
formal analysis during software development produces
ªbetterº programs. It is our hope that these results
contribute to the inclusion of formal analysis in software
engineering curricula at other universities.

APPENDIX A
FORMAL VERIFICATION
A.1 Specification
The parameters required by UpdateElevator are:
.

CurF loor An integer representing the floor where
the elevator is currently located
. CurDir A value in the set fUP ; DOW N; HALT g
that represents the direction in which the elevator is
currently moving
. InsideReqSet A set of integers representing the floor
numbers associated with the buttons currently
illuminated inside the elevator
. OutsideReqSet A set of OutsideReq values (pairs
consisting of a floor number and direction value)
that represent the set of buttons currently illuminated outside the elevator. Elements are added to
this set by a process external to the elevator
scheduler.
The precondition is necessary for saving the initial values
of CurDir, InsideReqSet, and OutsideReqSet since these
values can change during the execution of UpdateElevator,
and both the initial and final values must be referenced in
the postcondition. Thus, references to CD, I, or O in the
postcondition are actually references to the initial values of
CurDir, InsideReqSet, and OutsideReqSet.
The postcondition was separated into one main portion,
two predicates, and one function. These predicates, whose
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definitions follow, are textual substitutions for frequently
repeated pieces of the postcondition, and are used to
improve readability.
The only function, Rev Dir, returns the reverse of the
direction Dir. For example, Rev UP  would return the
direction value DOW N and Rev HALT   HALT .
ReasonT oGo Dir is a predicate that is true if there
is a reason to go in the direction Dir. For example,
ReasonT oGo UP  is true either if someone inside the
elevator has pushed a button requesting to go to a floor
higher than the floor the elevator is currently on, or if
someone on a higher floor outside the elevator has pushed a
button to request the elevator.
P ickupDropoff Dir is a predicate that specifies the
changes that occur in the inside and outside request sets
as passengers are picked up and dropped off at different
floors throughout the building. When conditions permit the
fulfillment of a request, this predicate specifies that the
request will no longer exist in the appropriate request list
(though it may be added to the other list) after execution of
the algorithm. This fulfills the maintenance component of
the first two English requirements.
In the main postcondition, ReasonT oGo is used to realize
the liveness properties of the fourth and fifth requirements.
As long as requests exist, this predicate will be true and,
thus, the elevator will not stop moving and servicing
requests, although no formal proof of this has yet been
devised. When ReasonT oGo becomes false for all directions, the main postcondition chooses HALT as the new
elevator direction, thus fulfilling the third requirement.
Other directions are chosen based upon ReasonT oGo. The
guiding principle behind the specification is that of least
work; in particular, the elevator does not change direction
until there is no reason to continue in the current direction.
This is in order to meet the efficiency goals of the
requirements. By continually travelling in one direction
for a maximal distance and only taking on passengers
travelling in that direction, inside requests can be serviced
in a timely manner.
Specification of UpdateElevator
var CurF loor : int
; var CurDir : direction fCD  CurDirg
; var InsideReqSet : set of int fI  InsideReqSetg
; var OutsideReqSet : set of OutsideReq fO 
OutsideReqSetg
; CurDir; InsideReqSet; OutsideReqSet : CD  HALT
^ ReasonT oGo UP 

^ CurDir  UP ^ P ickupDropoff UP 
_ ReasonT oGo DOW N

^ CurDir  DOW N ^ P ickupDropoff DOW N

_ : ReasonT oGo UP _ ReasonT oGo DOW N
^ CurDir  HALT
_ CD 6 HALT ^ ReasonT oGo CD

^ CurDir  CD ^ P ickupDropoff CD
_ :ReasonT oGo CD ^ ReasonT oGo Rev CD 
^ CurDir  Rev CD ^ P ickupDropoff Rev CD

_ : ReasonT oGo CD _ ReasonT oGo Rev CD

^ CurDir  HALT ^ P ickupDropoff HALT 
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where

8
Dir  DOW N
< UP
Rev Dir  DOW N Dir  UP
:
HALT
Dir  HALT
ReasonT oGo Dir  9ij0  i < #I :

I:i > CurF loor ^
Dir  UP
_ I:i < CurF loor ^ Dir  DOW N

_ 9oj0  o < #O : O:o:floor > CurF loor ^ Dir  UP
_ O:o:floor < CurF loor ^ Dir  DOW N
_ O:o:floor  CurF loor ^ Dir  O:o:Dir
P ickupDropoff Dir  CurF loor; Dir 2
=O
= I _ CurF loor
2
^ C00 : CurF loor 2
 I
^InsideReqSet  I CurF loor
_ CurF loor; Dir 2 O ^ CurF loor 2
=I
^InsideReqSet  I  GetDests 

^OutsideReqSet  O
CurF loor; Dir
_ CurF loor 2 I ^ InsideReqSet  I  GetDests  
CurF loor; OutsideReqSet  O
CurF loor; Dir
Direction  fUP ; DOW N; HALT g
OutsideReq  floor : int; dir : Direction
GetDests  is a call to the user interface. This function
returns the set of buttons just pushed inside the elevator as
passengers enter. The equivalent gathering of buttons
pushed outside the elevator occurs external to this
scheduling algorithm.
Specification of P rogP D
ftrueg P rogP D Dir fP ickupDropoff Dirg

A.2 Guarded Command Code
The following guarded command code was written by the
verification team based on the above specification. The code
for UpdateElevator and P rogP D, a helper function, is
presented here.
Guarded Command Code for UpdateElevator
if CD  HALT !
if ReasonT oGo UP  !
CurDir : UP ; P rogP D UP 
t ReasonT oGo DOW N !
u
CurDir : DOW N; P rogP D DOW N

t : ReasonT oGo UP  _ ReasonT oGo DOW N !
u
skip
fi
t CD 6 HALT !
u
if ReasonT oGo CD !
P rogP D CD
t :ReasonT oGo CD ^ ReasonT oGo Rev CD !
u
CurDir : Rev CD; P rogP D Rev CD

t : ReasonT oGo CD _ ReasonT oGo Rev CD !
u
CurDir : HALT ; P rogP D HALT 
fi
fi
fRg
Guarded Command Code for P rogP D
if CurF loor; Dir 2
=O!
if CurF loor 2
= I ! skip
t CurF loor 2 I ! InsideReqSet : I
u

CurF loor
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fi

fi
t CurF loor; Dir 2 O !
u
if CurF loor 2
=I !
InsideReqSet; OutsideReqSet : I  GetDests ;
O
CurF loor; Dir
t CurF loor 2 I !
u
InsideReqSet; OutsideReqSet : I  GetDests 
CurF loor; O
CurF loor; Dir
fi

A.3 Proof
The verification team also produced proofs that the above
guarded command met its specification. The following is an
excerpt from a paper presented at [14] that shows the
annotated specification, guarded command code, and proof
of P rogP D:
Specification
fQ : trueg P rogP D Dir fP ickupDropoff Dirg
Guarded command code
fP : trueg
if C0 : CurF loor; Dir 2
=O!
= I ! T00 : skip
T0 : if C00 : CurF loor 2
 C01 : CurF loor 2 I ! T01 : InsideReqSet :
I CurF loor
fi
 C1 : CurF loor; Dir 2 O !
=I !
T1 : if C10 : CurF loor 2
T10 : InsideReqSet; OutsideReqSet :
I  GetDests ;
O
CurF loor; Dir
 C11 : CurF loor 2 I !
T11 : InsideReqSet; OutsideReqSet :
I  GetDests 
CurF loor; O
CurF loor; Dir
fi
fi
fU : P ickupDropoff Dirg
Proof
(1) Disjunction of guards
C0 _ C1
< Substitution >
CurF loor; Dir 2
= O _ CurF loor; Dir 2 O
< Definition of 2
=>
: CurF loor; Dir 2 O _ CurF loor; Dir 2 O
< :p _ p >
true
C00 _ C01  C10 _ C11  true by similar logic.
(2) fC00 g T00 fU0 g
wp:skip:U0
< Definition of skip >
U0
< Assume C00 >
true
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(3) fC01 g T01 fU0 g
wp:InsideReqSet : I CurF loor:U0
< Assume C01 >
wp:InsideReqSet : I CurF loor:InsideReqSet 
I CurF loor
< Definition of :; x  x >
true
Proofs of T10 and T11 are identical in shape, with
appropriate subscripts.
(4) fC0 g T0 fUg
wp:T0 :U
< Definition of if >
C00 _ C01  ^ fC00 g T00 fU0 g ^ fC01 g T01 fU0 g
< 1; 2; 3 >
true
Proof of T1 proceeds indentically, using
appropriate subscripts.
(5) fP g P rogP D fUg
wp:P rogP D:U
< Definition of if; Assume appropriate guards >
C0 _ C1  ^ fC0 g T0 fU0 g ^ fC1 g T1 fU1 g
< 1; 4 >
true

A.4 Implementation
void CElevatorSystem::
ProgPD(int CurFloor, int Dir)
{
if (!InOutReqSet(CurFloor, Dir)) {
if (InInReqSet(CurFloor)) {
while (m_Elevator.FindStop(CurFloor)) {
m_Elevator.RemoveStop(CurFloor);
}
}
} else if (!InInReqSet(CurFloor)) {
GetDests(CurFloor, Dir);
RemoveRequests(CurFloor, Dir);
} else {
while (m_Elevator.FindStop(CurFloor)) {
m_Elevator.RemoveStop(CurFloor);
}
GetDests(CurFloor, Dir);
RemoveRequests(CurFloor, Dir);
}
}
int CElevatorSystem::Rev(int Dir)
{
if (Dir == UP) {
return DOWN;
} else if (Dir == DOWN) {
return UP;
} else
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return HALT;

}

int CElevatorSystem::UpdateElevator()
{
int CD, CurFloor;
CD = m_Elevator.GetCurrentDirection();
CurFloor = m_Elevator.GetCurrentFloor();

}

if (CD == HALT) {
if (ReasonToGo(UP)) {
m_Elevator.SetCurrentDirection(UP);
ProgPD(CurFloor, UP);
} else if (ReasonToGo(DOWN)) {
m_Elevator.SetCurrentDirection(DOWN);
ProgPD(CurFloor, DOWN);
}
} else if (ReasonToGo(CD)) {
ProgPD(CurFloor, CD);
} else if (ReasonToGo(Rev(CD))) {
m_Elevator.SetCurrentDirection(Rev(CD));
ProgPD(CurFloor, Rev(CD));
} else {
m_Elevator.SetCurrentDirection(HALT);
ProgPD(CurFloor, HALT);
}
}
return m_Elevator.GetCurrentDirection();
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